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We elected Jack Phillips as our captain, and Sam Jones as first lieutenant. I was made corporal. The State
appraised our horses, and furnished our arms and ammunition, but we had to furnish our mounts and
provisions. Our company was composed of the following men, all of whom are now dead, except myself and
Andy Jones: Jack Phillips, Sam Jones, T. Jones, Will Ross, F. This minute company was organized for
protection against the Indians, and to put a stop to the cattle and horse stealing which had become very
common in this country; the stealing being done by thieves who drifted in from other sections of the state.
Indian raids at that time did not occur as often as formerly, but the redskins still came through occasionally.
The last raid they made was in , particulars of which will be given further on in this narrative. Our first call
was for ten men to scout out Indians. The second day out we jumped a big bear which took a tree. We got the
bear, however, and Will had to guard the horses while we were in camp for being such a poor marksman.
Finding no Indian sign, we returned home without accidentally getting shot. In the spring of Indians stole
some horses from parties around Bandera. Captain Phillips and his men followed them out near the head of the
Medina river to the headwaters of the Frio. There the Indians met another band of the red devils, who had been
in camp several days at a fine spring which gushed out of a buff of a mountain, which location afforded them
an ideal lookout, as a splendid view of the whole surrounding country was obtained. Their spies had evidently
seen us a long time before we reached there, for we never overtook them, although we followed their trail to
the Nueces. Holmes and myself located a cow ranch at this place where the fine spring was found. Along in
and Bandera county was overrun with some bad hombres, who were known to be cattle rustlers. Captain
Phillips decided to break up some of their devilment. Four or five of these rustlers rounded up a herd of cattle
along the Medina river above Bandera and started them west. We followed them and overtook the herd about
where Leakey now stands, and we rounded up both cattle and men. They offered but little resistance, and it
being late in the afternoon. We had camped near a ranch, and while we were cooking supper a kind lady
named McDougal, sent word that if any of our men would come over to the ranch she would cook supper for
them. One of the prisoners, a man named Nichols, asked Captain Phillips if he could go over there and get
supper if his guard accompanied him, and F. Hicks was detailed to go with him. When they went in and sat
down at the supper table, Hicks left his gun near the door, Nichols seating himself nearer the door than Hicks.
Hicks was biding the good things set before him, Nichols grabbed the gun and jumped for the door, and once
outside he made a run for the brush. Hicks jumped up, knocking part of the dishes off of the table and turned
over the bench on which he had been sitting, and dashed in pursuit, leaving his hat. It was too dark outside to
see the prisoner, so he returned to camp and reported the escape. The joke was on Hicks, and we had lots of
fun over the incident. We did not care if all the prisoners got away, just so we got the cows back home. Next
morning we started for Bandera, and on reaching there we delivered the other prisoners to the sheriff and
turned the cattle loose on their range.
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Solid fuels were already commonly used in rockets, but strictly for short-range uses. Adapting a concept
developed in the UK, they cast the fuel into large cylinders with a star-shaped hole running along the inner
axis. This allowed the fuel to burn along the entire length of the cylinder, rather than just the end as in earlier
designs. The increased burn rate meant increased thrust. This also meant the heat was spread across the entire
motor, instead of the end, and because it burned from the inside out it did not reach the wall of the missile
fuselage until the fuel was finished burning. In comparison, older designs burned primarily from one end to
the other, meaning that at any instant one small section of the fuselage was being subjected to extreme loads
and temperatures. Too much thrust and the warhead will overshoot its target, too little and it will fall short.
Solids are normally very hard to predict in terms of burning time and their instantaneous thrust during the
burn, which made them questionable for the sort of accuracy required to hit a target at intercontinental range.
This appeared at first to be an insurmountable problem, but in the end was solved in almost trivial fashion. A
series of ports were added inside the rocket nozzle that were opened when the guidance systems called for
engine cut-off. The reduction in pressure was so abrupt that the last burning fuel ejected itself and the flame
was snuffed out. They had been involved in a joint program with the US Army to develop the liquid-fueled
Jupiter missile , but had always been skeptical of the system. They felt that liquid fuels were too dangerous to
use onboard ships, and especially submarines. SM Atlas and SM Titan ICBMs were progressing, and
"storable" liquids were being developed that would allow the missiles to be left in a ready-to-shoot form for
extended periods. But Hall saw solid fuels not only as a way to improve launch times or safety, but part of a
radical plan to greatly reduce the cost of ICBMs so that thousands could be built. He was aware that new
computerized assembly lines would allow continual production, and that similar equipment would allow a
small team to oversee operations for dozens or hundreds of missiles. A solid fuel design would be much
simpler to build, and easier to maintain in service. Each farm would support between 1, and 1, missiles being
produced in a continual low rate cycle. Systems in a missile would detect failures, at which point it would be
removed and recycled, while a newly built missile would take its place. Missile guidance Autonetics D
guidance computer from a Minuteman-I missile. Previous long-range missiles used liquid fuels that could only
be loaded just prior to firing. The loading process took from 30 to 60 minutes in typical designs. Although
lengthy, this was not considered to be a problem at the time, because it took about the same amount of time to
spin up the inertial guidance system , set the initial position, and program in the target coordinates. While solid
fuel eliminated the fueling delays, the delays in starting and aligning the guidance system remained. For quick
launch, the guidance system would have to be kept running and aligned at all times, which was a serious
problem for the mechanical systems, especially the gyroscopes which used ball bearings. Conventional
solutions used a shaft with ball bearings at either end that allowed it to rotate around a single axis only.
Autonetics design meant that only two gyros would be needed for the inertial platform, instead of the typical
three. Previous missile designs normally used two single-purpose computers; one ran the autopilot that kept
the missile flying along a programmed course, and the second compared the information from the inertial
platform to the target coordinates and sent any needed corrections to the autopilot. To reduce the total number
of parts used in Minuteman, a single faster computer was used, running separate routines for these functions.
With older designs this had been handled by external systems, requiring miles of extra wiring and many
connectors. In order to store multiple programs, the computer, the DB , was built in the form of a drum
machine but used a hard disk in place of the drum. The Air Force and Autonetics spent millions on a program
to improve transistor and component reliability times, leading to the "Minuteman high-rel parts"
specifications. The techniques developed during this program were equally useful for improving all transistor
construction, and greatly reduced the failure rate of transistor production lines in general. This improved yield,
which had the effect of greatly lowering production costs, and had enormous spin-off effects in the electronics
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industry. If the Soviets were building missiles in the numbers being predicted by the CIA and others within the
defense establishment, by as early as they would have enough to attack all SAC and ICBM bases in the US in
a single first strike. It was later demonstrated that this " missile gap " was just as fictional as the " bomber gap
" of a few years earlier, but through the late s it was a serious concern. The Air Force responded by beginning
research into survivable strategic missiles, starting the WS program. Initially, this focused on air-launched
ballistic missiles , which would be carried aboard aircraft flying far from the Soviet Union, and thus
impossible to attack by either ICBM, because they were moving, or long-range interceptor aircraft , because
they were too far away. In the shorter term, looking to rapidly increase the number of missiles in its force,
Minuteman was given crash development status starting in September Advanced surveying of the potential
silo sites had already begun in late WS was expanded to develop a maneuvering reentry vehicle MARV ,
which greatly complicated the problem of shooting down a warhead. These used long and skinny arrow-like
shapes that provided aerodynamic lift in the high atmosphere, and could be fitted to existing missiles like
Minuteman. To allow for this future expansion, the Minuteman silos were revised to be built 13 feet 4.
Although Minuteman would not deploy a boost-glide warhead, the extra space proved invaluable in the future,
as it allowed the missile to be extended and carry more fuel and payload. Blind bombing accuracy on the order
of 1, feet 0. The USAF had enough bombers to attack every military and industrial target in the USSR and was
confident that its bombers would survive in great enough numbers that such a strike would utterly destroy the
country. Their accuracy was known to be low, on the order of 4 nautical miles 7. Since there was no system to
detect the ICBMs being launched, the possibility was raised that the Soviets could launch a sneak attack with a
few dozen missiles that would take out a significant portion of SACs bomber fleet. ICBMs, especially newer
models that were housed in silos, could be expected to survive an attack by a single Soviet missile. In any
conceivable scenario where both sides had similar numbers of ICBMs, the US force would survive a sneak
attack in sufficient numbers to ensure destruction of all major Soviet cities in return. The Soviets would not
risk an attack under these conditions. Larger attacks raised these numbers only slightly, as all of the larger
targets would have already been hit. This suggested that there was a "finite deterrent" level around megatons
that would be enough to prevent a Soviet attack no matter how many missiles they had of their own. All that
had to be ensured was that the US missiles survived, which seemed likely given the low accuracy of the Soviet
weapons. Polaris had enough range that the submarines could roam open areas of the ocean, and would be
essentially invulnerable to attack no matter how many missiles the Soviets had, or how accurate they were.
Based on the same equivalent megatons calculation, they set about building a fleet of 41 submarines carrying
16 missiles each, giving the Navy a finite deterrent that was unassailable. It suggested that Polaris negated any
need for Air Force ICBMs if they were also being aimed at Soviet cities; if the role of the missile was to
present an unassailable threat to the Soviet population, Polaris was a far better solution than Minuteman. The
document would have long-lasting effects on the future of the Minuteman program, which, by , was firmly
evolving towards a counterforce capability. Kennedy entering the White House. Atlas and Titan were soon
scrapped, and the storable liquid fueled Titan II deployment was severely curtailed. This had initially been
proposed as a way to defend the SAC bomber fleet. The Army argued that upgraded Soviet missiles might be
able to attack US missiles in their silos, and Zeus would be able to blunt such an attack. Zeus was expensive
and the Air Force said it was more cost-effective to build another Minuteman missile. Given the large size and
complexity of the Soviet liquid-fueled missiles, an ICBM building race was one the Soviets could not afford.
Zeus was cancelled in Chief among these qualities was its digital computer. This could be updated in the field
with new targets and better information about the flight paths with relative ease, gaining accuracy for little
cost. Through the s, the Defense Mapping Agency now part of National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
mapped these with increasing accuracy, feeding that information back into the Minuteman fleet. The
Minuteman was deployed with a circular error probable CEP of about 1. Additionally, the computers were
upgraded with more memory, allowing them to store information for eight targets, which the missile crews
could select among almost instantly, greatly increasing their flexibility. The Air Force began to offer a number
of reasons why the bomber offered value, in spite of costing more money to buy and being much more
expensive to operate and maintain. Newer bombers with better survivability, like the B , cost many times more
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than the Minuteman, and, in spite of great efforts through the s, became increasingly vulnerable to
surface-to-air missiles. This became the nuclear triad concept, which survives into the present. Although this
argument was successful, the number of manned bombers has been repeatedly cut and the deterrent role
increasingly passed to missiles. All Minuteman-I missiles were delivered by June Each of the bases had
missiles emplaced. Guidance[ edit ] The Minuteman-I Autonetics D flight computer used a rotating air bearing
magnetic disk holding 2, "cold-stored" words in 20 tracks write heads disabled after program fill of 24 bits
each and one alterable track of words. The time for a D disk revolution was 10 ms. The D also used a number
of short loops for faster access of intermediate results storage. The D computational minor cycle was three
disk revolutions or 30 ms. During that time all recurring computations were performed. For ground operations
the inertial platform was aligned and gyro correction rates updated. During flight, filtered command outputs
were sent by each minor cycle to the engine nozzles. Unlike modern computers, which use descendants of that
technology for secondary storage on hard disk , the disk was the active computer memory. The disk storage
was considered hardened to radiation from nearby nuclear explosions, making it an ideal storage medium. See
also W56 warhead The guidance system of the Minuteman-II was much smaller due to the use of integrated
circuits. The inertial platform is in the top bay. Minuteman-II production and deployment began in and
completed in It had an increased range, greater throw weight and guidance system with better azimuthal
coverage, providing military planners with better accuracy and a wider range of targets. The payload consisted
of a single MkC reentry vehicle containing a W56 nuclear warhead with a yield of 1. The major new features
provided by Minuteman-II were: An improved first-stage motor to increase reliability. A novel, single, fixed
nozzle with liquid injection thrust vector control on a larger second-stage motor to increase missile range.
Additional motor improvements to increase reliability. An improved guidance system D , incorporating
microchips and miniaturized discrete electronic parts. Minuteman-II was the first program to make a major
commitment to these new devices. Their use made possible multiple target selection, greater accuracy and
reliability, a reduction in the overall size and weight of the guidance system, and an increase in the
survivability of the guidance system in a nuclear environment. The guidance system contained 2, microchips
made by Texas Instruments. A penetration aids system to camouflage the warhead during its reentry into an
enemy environment.
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Men so selected were designated as minutemen. They were usually drawn from settlers of each town, and so it
was very common for them to be fighting alongside relatives and friends. Other towns, such as Lexington ,
preferred to keep their entire militia in a single unit. Members of the minutemen, by contrast, were no more
than 30 years old, and were chosen for their enthusiasm, political reliability, and strength. They were the first
armed militia to arrive at or await a battle. Officers were elected by popular vote, as in the rest of the militia,
and each unit drafted a formal written covenant to be signed upon enlistment. The militia typically assembled
as an entire unit in each town two to four times a year for training during peacetime but, as the inevitability of
war became apparent, the militia trained three to four times a week. In this organization, it was common for
officers to make decisions through consultation and consensus with their men, as opposed to giving orders to
be followed without question. They found that, "including the sick and absent, it amounted to about 17, men,
far short of the number wanted, that the council recommended an immediate application to the New England
governments to make up the deficiency,", resolving to organize the militia better: These minute-men were to
comprise one-quarter of the whole militia, to be enlisted under the direction of the field-officers, and divide
into companies, consisting of at least 50 men each. The privates were to choose their captains and subalterns,
and these officers were to form the companies into battalions, and chose the field-officers to command the
same. Hence the minute-men became a body distinct from the rest of the militia, and, by being more devoted
to military exercises, they acquired skill in the use of arms. More attention than formerly was likewise
bestowed on the training and drilling of militia. Militia companies were called out to resist British troops, who
were sent to capture ammunition stores. By the time the militia was ready, the British regulars had already
captured the arms at Cambridge and Charlestown and had returned to Boston. Pequot War[ edit ] In August ,
the first offensive military attack by militias failed when Massachusetts dispatched John Endecott with four
companies on an unsuccessful campaign against the Pequot Indians. Once they got there, they did not know
which Indians to fight or why. This feeble response served to encourage the Indians, and attacks increased on
the settlers in the Connecticut Valley. In the following year, Massachusetts again put a force on the field in
collaboration with Plymouth and Connecticut. By the time that Plymouth had gotten their force packed and
ready to march, the campaign had ended. Massachusetts Bay sent militiamen, Plymouth sent 50, and
Connecticut sent New England confederation[ edit ] In May , a joint council was formed. The real power of
the confederation was that all four of the colonies promised to contribute soldiers to an alert force that would
fight anywhere in the colonies. On September 7, the towns were given more tactical control. A new rule
allowed any general to call up his militia at any time. Command and control were decentralized to the extent
that individual company commanders could put their troops into a defensive battle if necessary. A portion of
the militia was well trained and well equipped, and set aside as a ready force. In May , the Council of
Massachusetts said that an eighth of the militia should be ready to march within one day to anywhere in the
colony. Eighty militiamen marched on the Narragansett tribe in Massachusetts, though no fighting took place.
Since the colonies were expanding, the Narragansetts got desperate and began raiding the colonists again. The
militia chased the Indians, caught their chief, and got him to sign an agreement to end fighting. In , the
Massachusetts Council formed a military committee to control the militia in each town. In , the military
committee raised an expedition to fight the raiding Wampanoag tribe. A muster call was sent out and four
days later, after harsh skirmishes with the Wampanoags, three companies arrived to help the locals. The
expedition took heavy losses: In response to the success of the Wampanoags, in the Spring of an alarm system
of riders and signals was formed in which each town was required to participate. The British and French, each
with Indian allies, engaged in various fights beginning in and dragging on for almost a hundred years. In ,
Colonel William Phips led men to push back the French. Two years later he became governor of
Massachusetts. When the French and Indians raided Massachusetts in , Governor Phips created a bounty
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which paid 10 shillings each for the scalps of Indians. In , snowshoes were issued to militiamen and bounty
hunters to make winter raids on the Indians more effective. The minuteman concept was advanced by the
snow shoe men. The Minutemen always kept in touch with the political situation in Boston and their own
towns. From to , the towns had controlled themselves but in , the King appointed governors. This instigated a
boycott in of British goods. The Minutemen were aware of this as well. With a rising number of Minutemen
they faced another problem: The people of an island controlled by the Dutch, Sint Eustatius , were supportive
of the idea of a large rebellion rising up against the British in the New World. As a token of support, they
traded gunpowder to the Colonials for other goods needed in Europe. Not only did the Minutemen have
political awareness of events in New England, but also of anti-British feeling in other countries, such as
Holland and France. American Revolutionary War period[ edit ] This section needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. October Learn how and when to remove this template message This stamp was
one of a set of three issued in The poem on the plaques is by Ralph Waldo Emerson. In , General Thomas
Gage , the new Governor of Massachusetts , tried to enforce the Intolerable Acts , which were designed to
remove power from the towns. Samuel Adams pressed for County Conventions to strengthen the revolutionary
resistance. Gage tried to seat his own court in Worcester , but the townspeople blocked the court from sitting.
Two thousand militiamen marched to intimidate the judges and get them to leave. Gage responded by
preparing to march to collect munitions from the provincials. For 50 miles around Boston, militiamen were
marching in response. By noon the next day, almost 4, people were on the common in Cambridge. The
provincials got the judges to resign and leave. Gage backed off from trying to seat a court in Worcester. The
colonials in Worcester met and came up with a new militia mobilization plan in their County Convention. The
Convention required that all militia officers resign. Officers were then elected by their regiments. The British
practiced formations with their weapons, focusing on marching formations on the battlefield. It is a myth that
the British and other professional armies of the s did not practice marksmanship with their muskets; the
military ammunition of the time was made for fast reloading and more than a dozen consecutive shots without
cleaning. Accuracy of the musket was sacrificed for speed and repetitive loading. The royal authorities
inadvertently gave the new Minuteman mobilization plans validation by several "show the flag"
demonstrations by General Gage through The British officers were proven wrong. The militia left the area,
and the British moved on. The British then moved to Concord and faced a larger number of militia. This then
forced a strategic defeat on Colonel Smith, forcing him back to Boston. A "running fight" began during the
retreat. Militiamen knew the local countryside and were familiar with "skulking" or "Indian Warfare. This
kept the British under sporadic fire, and caused them to exhaust their limited ammunition. Only the timely
arrival of a relief column under Lord Percy prevented the annihilation or surrender of the original road
column. Minutemen monument in Hollis, New Hampshire Equipment, training, and tactics[ edit ] Most
Colonial militia units were provided neither arms nor uniforms and were required to equip themselves. Most
used fowling pieces, though rifles were sometimes used where available. Neither fowling pieces nor rifles had
bayonets. Some colonies purchased muskets, cartridge boxes, and bayonets from England, and maintained
armories within the colony. The Continental Army regulars received European-style military training later in
the American Revolutionary War , but the militias did not get much of this. They were better when used as
irregulars rather than fighting formal battles in the traditional dense lines and columns, functioning primarily
as skirmishers and sharpshooters. When used in conjunction with continental regulars, the militia would
frequently fire ragged irregular volleys from a forward skirmish line or from the flanks of the Continental
Army, while Continental soldiers held the center. Their experience suited irregular warfare. Many were
familiar with frontier hunting. The long rifle was also well suited to this role. The rifling grooves inside the
barrel gave it a much greater range than the smoothbore musket, although it took much longer to load.
Because of the lower rate of fire, rifles were not used by regular infantry, but were preferred for hunting.
When performing as skirmishers, the militia could fire and fall back behind cover or behind other troops,
before the British could get into range. The wilderness terrain that lay just beyond many colonial towns
favored this style of combat and was very familiar to the local minuteman. In addition, many British
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commanders learned from experience and effectively modified their light infantry tactics and battle dress to
suit conditions in North America. Through the remainder of the Revolution, militias moved to adopting the
minuteman model for rapid mobilization. With this rapid mustering of forces, the militia proved its value by
augmenting the Continental Army on a temporary basis, occasionally leading to instances of numerical
superiority. This was seen at the Battles of Hubbardton and Bennington in the north and at Camden and
Cowpens in the south. Brown states that some of these men mastered the difficult handling of a rifle, though
few became expert. Brown quotes Continental Army soldier Benjamin Thompson, who expressed the
"common sentiment" at the time, which was that minutemen were notoriously poor marksmen with rifles:
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Whatever may be the effect of immigrants in cities, the immigrant on the frontier has sent the country ahead a
quarter of a century. In the first place, the pioneer immigrants are in the prime of life. They generally bring
enough money to make a start. They need houses, tools, horses, and all the things needful to start. Used to
privation at home, they make very hardy settlers. In some States they comprise seventy per cent of the voters;
and the getting of a piece of land they can call their own makes good citizens of them sooner than any other
way. In order to show how the pioneer settler from Europe prospers, let us begin with him at the wharf. There
floats the leviathan that has a whole villageful on board,--over twelve hundred. They are on deck; and a
motley crowd they appear, for they are from all lands. Here is a girl dressed in the picturesque costume of
Western Europe, and here a man with a great peak to his hat, an enormous long coat, his beard half way down
his breast, a china pipe as big as a small teacup in his mouth, his wife like a bundle of meal tied in the middle,
with immense earrings, and an old colored handkerchief over her head. Behind them a half-dozen little ones
with towheads of hair, looking as s. They are carrying copper coffee-pots and kettles; and away they march,
eight hundred of them and more, up Broadway. Here and there a man steps into a bakery, and comes out with
a yard of bread, and breaks it up into hunks; and the little children grind it down without b. They are soon
locked in the cars, and night comes on. Go inside and you will see the good mother slicing up bolognas or a
Westphalia ham, and handing around slices of black bread. After supper reading of the Bible and prayers; and
then the little ones are put into sack-like nightgowns, and put up in the top bunks, where they lie, watching
their elders playing cards, until they fall asleep. In the morning you go up to one of the women who is was.
Where children are blessings, and he who has most, Has aid for his fortune, and riches to boast; Where the
young may exult and the aged may rest-- Away, far away, to the land of the West! The very cattle-trains have
precedence of them. We watch their train as it reaches the great brown prairie; a little black shack or two is all
you can see. The very tumble-weeds outstrip their slow-moving train; but after many weary hours they reach
the end of the road, so far as it is built that day; it will go three miles farther to-morrow. As yet there are no
freight-sheds, and they camp out on the prairie. Some of them dig holes in the side-hill, and put their little
ones in them for the night. Tears come into the eyes of the mothers as they think of home and relatives beyond
the seas. And there we will leave them for twelve years, and then on one of our transcontinental palaces on
wheels we will follow the immigrant trail. On the street we notice some people that appear somewhat familiar,
but we are not sure. When we spoke to them twelve years ago they said with a courtesy, "Me no spik Inglish;"
but now without a courtesy they talk in broken English. The man has lost his big beard, his clothes are
well-made; the wife is no longer like a bag of meal with a string around it. No; with a daily hint from Paris,
she has all the feathers the law allows. They are making for the high schoolhouse, and we follow them. A
chorus of fifty voices, with a grand piano accompaniment, is in progress as we take our seats, after which a
boy stands forth and declaims his piece. We should never know him. It is one of our tow-headed youngsters
from the wharf. The old father sits with tears of joy running down his wrinkled face. He can hardly believe his
senses. He remembers when his grandsire was a serf under Nicholas, and it seems too good to be true. But he
hears the neighing of his percherons under the little church-shed; and by a. It has been going on for a quarter
of a century. Men and women who could scarcely speak the English language living to see their sons senators
and governors. All the dismal prophecies about ruin from the immigrant are disproved as one looks over
Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the Dakotas to-day; and instead of having a great German nation on this side of the
Atlantic, as one writer predicted, we have in the great agricultural States some of our stanchest American
citizens. One of the mightiest factors in human life to-day is the language we use. Three centuries ago there
were about 6,, using it; to-day ,, speak the English tongue. The Duke of Argyle was once asked which was the
best language. The thought came to me while on my way to Savannah: Why did not the discoverers of the
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Western Hemisphere find a higher civilization than the one they left? Had he not some grand design that in the
fulness of time he would lead Columbus, like Abraham of old, to found a new nation? Take your map and find
those States which the stream of immigration has pa. Strange how prejudice warps our vision! Jefferson said,
"Would to G. Hamilton, the great statesman, was an immigrant. Albert Gallatin the financier, Aga.
One-twelfth of the land foreigners! When Linnaeus was under gardener, the head gardener had a flower he
could not raise. He gave it to Linnaeus, who took it to the back of a pine, placed broken ice around it, and gave
it a northern exposure. In a few days the king with delight asked for the name of the beautiful gem. It was the
Forsaken Flower. So there are millions of our fellow-men in Europe to-day, in a harsh environment, sickly,
poor, and ready to die; but when they are transplanted, they find a new home, clothes, food, and, above all, the
freedom that makes our land the very paradise for the poor of all lands. These immigrants have made the
brown prairie to blossom as the rose, the wilderness to become like the garden of the Lord. Their hearts beat
warm for their native land, but they are true to their adopted country. The mixture of the nationalities is the
very thing that makes us foremost: There is no way to lift Europe so fast as to evangelize her sons who come
to us. Sixteen per cent go home to live, and these can never forget what they saw here; did we but teach them
aright, they would be an army of foreign missionaries, fifty thousand strong, preachers of the gospel to the
people in the tongue in which they were born, and thus creating a perpetual Pentecost. One other great fact
needs pointing out. The discovery of this land was by the Latin races; and yet they failed to hold it, lacking the
genius for colonization for which the Anglo-Saxon is pre-eminent. During the last fifty years, over 13,,
immigrants have come to this land. Great Britain sent nearly 6,,; Germany, 4,,; Norway and Sweden, ,;
Denmark, ,; the Netherlands, 99,; Belgium, 42, Here we have over 11,, Anglo-Saxon, Teutonic, and
Scandinavian, of the 13,,, and almost half of them speaking English, while Italy, Russia, Poland, France,
Austria, Switzerland, Hungary, Spain, Portugal, and all other nations sent but 1,, out of the 13,, And we must
note also that nearly all of the Latin races came within the last few years; so that we were a nation 50,, strong
before many of them came, and eighty per cent of all our people speak English. No nation ever drove out its
people without loss, as witness Spain and France with their Protestants and Huguenots. England took them,
and they helped to make her great. Often when a nation has actually been conquered in war, she in turn
conquers her victors and is made better. Germany conquered Rome; but Roman laws and Roman government
conquered the invaders, and made Germany the mother of modern civilization. The Normans brought their
beef, their mutton, and their pork, but the English kept their oxen, sheep, and swine; and eventually from the
Norman, Dane, and others came the Anglo-Saxon race. England has four times as much inventive genius as
the rest of Europe, but America has ten times as much as England; and why? Because added to the English
colony is all Europe; and in our own people we have the practical Englishman, the thoughtful German, the
metaphysical Scot, the quick-witted Irishman, the sprightly Gaul, the musical and artistic Italian, the hardy
Swiss, the frugal and clear-headed Swede and Norwegian; and all united make the type which the world will
yet come to, the manhood which will recognize the inherent n. As the waves of the sea cast up all sorts of
things, so the waves of humanity that flood the frontiers cast up all sorts and conditions of men. To go into a
sod house and find a theological library belonging to the early part of the century, or to hear coming up
through the ground a composition by Beethoven played on a piano, is a startling experience; so are some of
the questions and a. I remember one old man who was in cla. I thought afterwards that the old man had an idea
that they were to leave the law and stick to the gospel; but still it did not seem right to pick out men to serve
the tables if that was what he meant. Another would be satisfied with nothing but the literal meaning of
everything he read. So when I explained to the cla. In vain I told him that a wind that would hold up such a
vast ma. He said, "No; it meant a defence," and apparently gave in, but muttered, "It says a wall, anyway. I
told him I was very sorry that I did not know. On the other hand, you may find a man with a Greek Testament,
and well up in Greek, making his comments from the original. Here a family, one of whom was Dr. Another
informs you he preached twenty-five years, "till his voice give out;" and here a Hard-sh. One of the most
successful men I ever heard of was the famous Father Paxton described by the Rev. He rode a splendid horse,
that was in full sympathy with his master, and bore the significant name, Robert Raikes. There were few
houses except those built of logs, and these were not prejudiced against good ventilation. He laughed long and
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loud at his experience in one of these, which he reached one night in a furious storm. He was welcomed to the
best, which was a single rude bed, while the family slept on the floor, behind a sheet hung up for that special
occasion. Paxton was so thoroughly tired that he slept sound as soon as he touched the bed; but he half waked
in the morning with the barking of a dog. The master of the house was shaking him, and halloing, "I say,
stranger! The time he took in pulling in was so trifling as to be hardly worth the mention. There was one
district, not far from Cairo, that was ruled by a pious old fellow who swore that no Sunday-school should be
set up "in that kidntry. M was a Hard-sh. He lived in the only whitewashed log house of the region. Instead of
avoiding him, Father Paxton rode up one day, and jumping off Robert Raikes, hitched him to the rail that
always was to be found before a Southern house.
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My room was bare; the rain pattering on the roof, the mosquitoes inside, and my own thoughts, routed me out
early Sat. I was pleased to find that the man had returned with the wagon, and after much persuasion, I
engaged him for five dollars to take me across. We started off with an axe. The old settlers laughed at our
attempt, but we were young. Over the fallen trees we went b. After a tiring walk through the
"shin-tangles"--that is, ground hemlock--we reached the road, and mounted bareback. We then had the good
fortune to borrow a single wagon of a minister, who lived near on a farm. Our horses had to walk in the water
by the edge of the lake, and the leeches fastened on them by the dozen. Finally we met the stage, and knew our
way was clear. We were drenched with the rain, but it was clearing, and so we cheered up. I asked the
stage-driver whether I could catch the train. Presently the village could be seen, a half-mile away. The engine
was on the turntable. How fast it went around! I was getting nervous. I asked the man to get my grips out,
while I got my ticket; and rushing into the office, I snapped out, "Ticket for ! So I said, "What time does the
train start? I felt like Sir Francis Drake, when his vessel seemed to be going over in the Thames. My boots
were like brown paper, so sodden were they. I dried myself by the stove; but my troubles were not over. The
train-boy called out the station at the water-tank. The rain was pouring down; I was in for it again; so I walked
down between the freight cars, went to the hotel and dried myself again, and, after dancing around the room
on one foot to get my boots on, I started off to find my man. He was out of town! Expected home with a
funeral soon. I was foolish enough to make myself known as soon as he got off the cars, and he coaxed me
into taking charge of the funeral. Then for the third time I was soaked, as we stood in the new cemetery, while
a hymn of six verses was rendered. But what flattened me worse than all was that the young man had not
received my second telegram, which I sent to relieve his supposed excited feelings, and had not been troubled
in the least, but was going to make Fred. Robertson "who being dead yet speaketh" do duty for him. Tired out,
I flung myself on a bed, and slept in spite of--well never mind what. I had to change quarters next night, for I
was not so sleepy. I received a letter from the student who had taken my charge, saying, "is burnt to the
ground, and all north of the railway. The same words came home to the women as they saw their homes going
up in smoke. The excitement of the fire brought on brain fever in the case of the youngest child. I want to go
to Injeanny. Collier, in his "Great Events of History," tells of a million warriors who, leaving their wives and
children, crossed the Danube, and swore allegiance to Rome. Since that time a great many immigrations have
taken place, but none on so large a scale. But, large or small, the settlements of the Indian Territory, now
called Oklahoma, are the most unique. It would have been hard to have devised a worse way to open a new
country. Thousands of people--strong, weak, the poor settler, the speculator, the gambler--were all here, man
and wife, and spinster on her own responsibility. All waited for weeks on the border-land. At last the time
came, and the gun was fired, and in confusion wild as a Comanche raid, the great rush was made. Many
sections being claimed by two and three parties, the occasion had its comic side, amid more that was tragic.
Thousands went in on cattle-cars, and as many more filled common coaches inside and out, and clung to the
cow-catcher of the engine. In places wire fences were on either side of the railway; and men in trying to get
through them in a hurry, often reached their land minus a large part of their clothing. It is said of one young
woman, who made the run on horseback, that reaching a town-site, her horse stumbled, and she was thrown
violently to the ground and stunned. But to settle it they went to law, and the court decided in favor of the
woman, as she struck the ground first. Among much that was brutal and barbarous, some cases of chivalry
were noticed. In one case a young woman was caught in a wire fence, and two young men went back, helped
her out, and allowed her to take her choice of a section. One man, in his eagerness, found himself many miles
from water. As he was driving his stake, he noticed that his horse was dying; and realizing his awful situation,
being nearly exhausted with thirst, he cut his horses throat, drank the blood, and saved his own life. The work
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done in six years is simply marvellous. Imagine the prairie described by Loomis as the place where you could
see day after to-morrow coming up over the horizon; at times covered with flowers fair as the garden of the
Lord, or covered with snow, and nothing to break the fury of the wind. Seventy-five thousand Indians the only
permanent residents in the morning; at night hundreds of thousands of whites--villages, towns, and cities
started, in some of them a mayor chosen, a board of aldermen elected, and the staked-out streets under police
control. The inhabitants were under tents for a few weeks, while sickness of all kinds attacked them. There
were rattlesnakes of two varieties, tarantulas, two kinds of scorpions,--one, the most dangerous, a kind of
lizard, which also stings with its tail, and with often deadly effect,--and centipedes that grow to six inches in
length. One of the latter was inside a shirt which came home from the laundry, and planted his many feet on
the breast of one of our minute-men, and caused it to swell so fearfully that he thought at one time he should
die. He recovered, but still at times feels the effect of the wounds, which are as numerous as the feet. The pain
caused is intense, and the parts wounded slough off. And nowhere, even in Paris, will you find more style than
among the well-to-do. And on the same streets where I saw all this, I also saw men picking kernels of corn out
of an old cellar close by a second-hand store, where already the poor had given up and sold their furniture to
get home. I looked out of my hotel window one morning in "Old Oklahoma," and saw a lady walking past
dressed in a lavender suit, a white hat with great ostrich feathers on it, by her side a gentleman as well
groomed as any New York swell, an English greyhound ambled by their side, while in the rear were rough
men with the ugly stiff hats usually worn by your frontier rough. Storekeepers were going to work in their
shirt-sleeves. This was in a town of two thousand inhabitants, where there were four banks, four newspapers,
eleven churches, and only three saloons. While I was there a most brutal murder took place,--a woman shot
her step-daughter, killing her instantly. This man was her fifth husband. In the two weeks I was in that vicinity
seven persons were killed. Three men had shot down some train-robbers, and after they were dead had filled
their bodies with bullets. This so incensed the friends of the dead men that a number of them went to the house
where the men had fortified themselves. When they saw how large a force was against them, they surrendered,
their wives in the meanwhile begging the men who had come not to molest their husbands. But the women
were pushed rudely aside, and the men were carried to the hills and lynched. One murderer cost the Territory
over fifteen thousand dollars. Still, lawlessness is not the rule; and it has never been as bad as one city was
farther north, where men were held up on the main street in broad daylight. Such facts may just as well be
known, because there is a better time coming, and these things are but transitory. In the old settled parts, peach
orchards are already bearing; and if there is a moderate rainfall, and the people can get three good crops out of
five, such is the richness of the soil, the people will be rich. But to me the western part of the Territory seems
like an experiment as yet. There are many places in the same lat. But now let us go into "The Strip. It has been
settled about eighteen months. It is May, We leave the train, and start across the prairie in a buggy with
splendid horses that can be bought for less than forty dollars each. On either side we pa. Few houses are in
sight, as most of them are very small and hardly distinguishable from the ground, while some are under
ground. Here and there a little log house, made from the "black jacks" that border the stream, which is often a
dry ditch. The rivers, with banks a quarter of a mile apart at flood can be stepped over to-day.
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